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Abst ract - -A  shock-capturing scheme is developed for the shallow water equations governing 
steady, supercritical flow in two dimensions in channels with a curvilinear coordinate geometry. The 
scheme incorporates a special averaging procedure of the flow variables as well as details of the 
transformation that maps a nonrectangulsr physical domain for s general channel transition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
An analysis of various arithmetic averaging procedures for approximate Riemann solvers was 
made in a recent paper [1]. The purpose of that work was to introduce some freedom into a class 
of Riemann solvers for a specific set of hyperbolic equations, namely the steady shallow water 
equations, with a view to generalising the techniques to both the steady and unsteady Euler 
equations. Work  on this latter area is currently in progress. The purpose of this paper, however, 
is to discuss a related aspect to that mentioned above, which is also of importance to this work. 
For problems in more than one dimension, it is common for the flow domain to be nonrectan- 
gular in nature. In these circumstances, it is appropriate to transform the physical domain onto 
a rectangular computational domain using generalised coordinates, with a corresponding trans- 
formation of equations, so that a rectangular mesh can be employed. The use of boundary/body 
fitted coordinates will not only be important in the proposed work on the Euler equations, but 
also of importance for the steady shallow water equations which, as noted in [1], have a structure 
that requires the freedom discussed therein. 
In this paper, we discuss this latter aspect; specifically, we discuss the use of a generalised 
coordinate transformation for equations governing steady, supercritical flow in two dimensions. 
We employ the arithmetic averaging procedures outlined in [1] for this more general set of equa- 
tions, and observe that, in the case of an irregular or curvilinear channel, a straightforward 
transformation suffices. 
It is well-known that open channels with curvilinear geometries carrying supercritical flows 
are commonly used in hydraulic engineering applications, including spillway chutes, conveyance 
channels, sewer systems, and mountainous streams and rivers in periods of high flow [2-17]. 
This paper is thus intended to prepare the ground for the development of schemes for the Euler 
equations, as well as being of value in this specific area of application. 
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2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
2.1. Unsteady Equations 
The two-dimensional St. Venant equations governing open channel flows can be written in 
conservation form as 
wt + Fz + Gz = f, (2.1) 
where 
W = (¢, CU, ~bW) T, 
( ~. )T 
G(w)= ¢w,¢uw,¢w 2+ ¢2 , 
f(w) = (0, g¢ (hx - Sx), g¢ (hz - 5z) )  T , and 
¢ = g (v + h). 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
The quantities ¢ = ¢(x, z, t) and u = u(x, z, t) and w = (x, z, t) represent 9 multiplied by the 
total height above the bottom of the channel, and the components of the fluid velocity in the x 
and z directions, respectively, at a general position x, z and at time t. The gravitational constant 
is represented by g and the undisturbed epth of the water is given by h(x, z). The elevation 
~/= ~/(x, z, t) above the plane y = 0 is measured in the vertical y direction. The quantities Sx, Sz 
are the slopes of the energy grade lines in the x-, z-directions, respectively, and are determined 
by the steady-state friction formulae (in SI units): 
n~ u x / '~-~ 
Sx = (~/g)4/3 ' (2.5a) 
n 2 w V~ + w 2 
Sz  = (¢ /g )4 /3  ' (2.55) 
where n represents Manning's roughness coefficient. Alternatively, the following form can be used 
guv~'T -~ 
Sx = ¢ C2 , (2.6a) 
sz=g ¢C 2 , (2.65) 
where C is Chdzy's flow friction coefficient. 
2.2. Coordinate Transformation 
If we introduce the transformation x -- x((, 7), z -- z((, ~), from physical (x, z) space to 
computational (¢,~) space, equations (2.1) become 
( Jw) t  + F¢ + G~ = f, (2.7) 
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where 
w = (¢, q~ru, ¢,w) T = (¢, ~bu, q~o)((:, r/, t) T, 
( l T 1 -~ x,7¢ 2+ ¢wU) ~'(w) = keY', ~ z,~O 2+ ¢uu, 
l 
G w)= (,w _* + , .w )" 2 2 z¢¢2 + 0wW , 
= (0, g@ (z~H¢ - zcH n - s (x,TW + xcU)),  ~(w) 
g@ (xcH,7 - x,TH¢ - s (znW + zcU)) ) 
U=z nu-x  nw, W=-zcu+x¢w,  
T 
, and 
(2.8a) 
(2.8b) 
(2.8c) 
(2.9) 
(2.10a-b) 
where 
.2 v~T~ gv~V~ 
s---- (~b/g)4/3 or ¢C  2 , (2.11a-b) 
depending on whether equations (2.5a-b) or (2.6a-b) has been employed. The quantity H((, T/) = 
h(x(~, T/), z(~, ~/)) represents the transformation of the channel bottom. Note that 
1 
(~x,(z,~}=,~}~) --- ~ (zn, -x~, -z~, x¢), where 
1 
J = x¢ z, 7 - x, 7 z¢ = ~ r/~ - G rt~ 
(2.12a) 
(2.12b) 
is the Jacobian of the transformation. The transformation is chosen to map the nonrectangular 
domain under consideration into a rectangular one. In particular, the channel wall boundaries 
coincide with the ~, T/coordinate axes. A discussion of this aspect can be found in Section 6. 
2.3. Steady Equat ions  
In this paper, it is the steady form of equations (2.1) that we consider, where wt -- 0. In 
generalised coordinates, these are equations (2.7) with ( Jw) t  : Jwt  = 0, and where (¢, u, w) = 
(¢, u, w)((:, r/), so that 
F¢ + (~ = f, (2.13a) 
together with F, (~, and f as before. In addition, there will be 'boundary' conditions of the form 
w(¢0, 7/) = w0(7/), (2.13b) 
where ¢ = ¢0 is a coordinate line at the left (or right) of the channel, which represents the 
parameters of the incoming flow, together with channel wall boundary conditions of the form 
W(¢, 771) = Wl(~), (2.13C) 
where 71 = T/1 coincides with the upper (or lower) channel wall boundary. 
We consider first the solution of equations (2.13a-c) for the special case of a horizontal, fric- 
tionless channel. Thus, s = 0 and h(x, z) = constant, so that f = 0. 
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3. SPACE MARCHING 
As in [1], we write 
with F, (~ defined by (2.8b-c), as 
F¢ + (~ = 0, (3.1) 
F¢ + A F~ = 0, (3.2) 
where the Jacobian A = ~ is assumed to have real, distinct eigenvalues sothat the system (3.1) 
is hyperbolic. This assumption corresponds to the flow governed by (3.1), being supercritical 
everywhere. We march forward in the grid variable (, for example. We expect smooth solutions 
of (3.1) to develop discontinuities, i.e., oblique jumps in space. 
4. L INEARISED R IEMANN PROBLEM 
The corresponding Riemann problem to (3.2) is 
F¢ + A. F~ = 0, (4.1) 
and this can be solved approximately using explicit space marching in the (-direction with an 
appropriate scalar, upwind differencing scheme. The matrix .~ = -~(WL, WR) is an average of the 
Jacobian matrices evaluated at states WL and WR to the left and right of a cell interface, and is 
chosen to satisfy the jump condition 
k A~" = AG, (4.2) 
for all jumps AF, where A(.) = (')R- (')L. In [1], we discussed the various olutions of (4.2) in the 
case of a Cartesian coordinate system, i.e., -~ AF = AG, where F and G are given by (2.2b-c). 
5. NUMERICAL  SCHEME 
Consider first equation (2.13a) with f = 0, i.e., equation (3.1). We begin by noting the structure 
associated with equations (3.1) and (3.2). 
5.1. St ructure 
Let B = ~ and C = ~ denote the Jacobians of the flux functions F and (~, so that the 
Jacobian A = ~ = C B -1. Denote also the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A by Ai, ri, 
i = 1, 2, 3, respectively, sothat 
A ri = A~ ri, i = 1,2,3, (5.1) 
and hence, 
where 
(C -  Ai B) e~ = 0, i = 1,2,3, (5.2) 
B e~ = ri, i = 1,2,3. (5.3) 
Another associated matrix is A = B -I C, since equation (3.1) can be written as 
we + A w~ = 0, (5.4) 
and from (5.2), 
(B  -1  C - A~ I)  e~ = 0, 
so that A has eigenvalues A~ with eigenvectors e~. 
i = 1, 2, 3, (5.5) 
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The matrices B and C are 
B = 
C = 
0 z, 
z .  (¢  - u 2) + u w x .  2u  z .  - wx, 
-x ,  (¢ - w 2) - u w z ,  w z ,  
0 -z¢  
-z¢ (¢ - u 2) - uwx¢ -2uz¢  + wx¢ 
x¢(¢ -w2)+uwz¢ -wz¢  
Solving (5.2), we find that 
~1,2,3 -'- 
where # satisfies 
# x; - z¢ 
z, - #x ,  
- -UT,  vl 
- 2w x ,  + u z ,  
ux¢ 
2w x¢ - u z~ 
and (5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.Sa-c) 
(u 2 _ ¢ )  #2 _ 2u  w # + w 2 - ¢ = 0, 
w 
m #=u'  
or (5 .9a)  
(5.9b) 
SO 
U W + ¢ (x¢ z ,  + z¢ z,) + Cv~ 
~.2 = U2 _ ¢ (x~ + z~) ' 
W 
A3 = m 
U '  
(5.10a-b) 
(5.10c) 
where 
d = U2 (x~ + z~) + W 2 (x,~ + z, ~) _ j2 
¢ 
and J is the Jacobian in (2.12b). 
(5.11) 
5.2. Const ruct ion  of  
In constructing numerical solutions to (3.1) or (3.2) it is our aim, as stated in Section 4, to 
obtain an approximation to the Jacobian A = ~ in an interval (~}k-1, ~}k), so that approximate 
solutions can be sought to the linearised Riemann problem (4.1). 
Consider two adjacent states w~_ 1 = WL and v~ = WR (left and right) given at either end of 
the cell (z}k-1, z}k) = (r/L, ~t) on the ~-coordinate line ~ = Q. Following the work in [1] and the 
remarks in Section 4, it is appropriate to construct he approximate Jacobian A = A(WL, WR) 
in this cell, such that 
k Z~F = Z~d, (5.12) 
for all jumps AF, where A(.) = (')R -- (')L. This will mean that oblique jumps will be captured 
automatically. 
Equivalently, we could seek matrices P, (~, and R, such that 
Aq=Aw,  QAq=AF,  I~tAq=AG,  (5.13a-c) 
for any jump Aq, where q is any vector. Hence, by combining (5.12) and (5.13a-c), 
R Q_, = (R (Q B-, ( 14) 
where the corresponding approximations to the Jacobians B and C are given by I3 = (~ ~- t  
and (~ = 1~ ~,-t, respectively. For simplicity of the resulting scheme, we choose q = (¢, u, w) r ,  
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the vector of primitive variables. P, (~, and R are approximations to the Jacobians P = aw ~-~, 
o$" o~ Q = ~-~, and R = ~-. 
Denoting the eigenvalues of ~k by A~ with the corresponding eigenvectors ~, then similar 
relationships to those in Section 5.1 hold, i.e., ,& = ]~-1 ~ = ~ {~-1 I% ~-1 has eigenvalues Ai 
with eigenvectors ~, where 
Moreover, we have 
where 
(C - Ai 13) e~ = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, (5.15) 
B 6~ =~,  i = 1,2,3. (5.16) 
(1~ - A~ (~) 9~ = O, i = 1, 2, 3, (5.17) 
@ vi = e~. (5.18) 
The solution of (3.1) is then obtained from approximate solutions to the Riemann problem 
we + b, w.  = 0 (5.19) 
using upwind differences, where A = I3 -1 (~ (compare with (5.4)). 
5.3. Determinat ion  of B and (~ 
To determine matrices ]3 and C, and hence ~k (and .&), we assume that the grid derivatives 
x,, z,, x(, and z¢ (and hence the Jacobian J) to be constant (known) values X, Z, X', and Z', 
respectively, in this interval. A more complete discussion of the grid transformation is given in 
Section 6. 
First, since 
A(Cu) = ~a¢ + CAu, and 
where the overbar denotes the arithmetic mean of left and right states, we have 
A(¢~) = t~ [¢ (z .  - x w)] = z a (~)  - x a(¢~) 
= (z~-  x~)  ~¢ + ~(z  A .  - x aw) 
= V A¢ +-j Au, 
since X, Z are constants, and where 
Similarly, 
m 
U = Z~-  X~.  
a(¢w)  = ( - z 'u  + x '  ~) A¢ + ~ ( - z '  Au + x '  Aw) 
= W A¢ +-~ AW, 
W = -Z  I ~ + X ! ~. 
where 
Also 
(5.20a) 
(5.205) 
(5.21a) 
(5.21b) 
(5.22a) 
(5.22b) 
(5.23a) 
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and similarly 
(5.23b) 
The remaining terms in AF  and A(~ that have to be written in terms of A@, Au, and Aw are 
A(¢uU), A(CavU), A(CuW), and A(~rwW). We consider the first of these expressions in detail, 
and the rest can be deduced similarly. 
Consider, therefore, A(CuU), which can be written as 
a(Cuv) = a (¢u  [z¢ ~ - ~ ~]) 
= z a(¢~ 2) - x h (¢~) .  
For unsteady flows [18], it was sufficient o write 
a(Cuw) = ~-~A¢ + Ca(uw) 
(5.24) 
since these are the only terms of degree three that appear in the corresponding 'one-dimensional' 
linearised Riemann problem in the z-direction. In this case, however, there will also be another 
term of degree three, namely A(Cw2), appearing in A(CywU) and A(CwW) which will be required 
in the Riemann problem (4.1). The obvious treatment of this term is to write 
where 
a(Cw 2) = ~a¢ + 2~waw,  (5.2z) 
as in (5.25). Unfortunately, the expressions (5.25)-(5.27) do not yield a simple form for the 
eigenvalues Ai satisfying (5.15). We therefore adopt the more general procedure outlined in [1] 
which also applied to steady flows. Thus, for A(¢u2), we write 
~(¢~2) = ~(~. . )  = ~ ~.  + ~ ~(~)  
= ¢-ZAu + ~(~Au + uA¢) 
where 
I (~ + ~), fi=~ 
¢u 
fi = -~-, 
with the overbar again denoting the arithmetic mean. Similarly, 
= + 2¢~D Aw, 
1 = ~ (~+ ~), 
¢# 
and 
and 
(5.2Sa) 
(5.28b) 
(5.2Sc) 
(5.29a) 
(5.29b) 
(5.29c) 
(5.26) 
and (5.25) 
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For the term A(Cuw), two alternative expressions can be found, namely, 
A(¢uw) = nwA¢ + ~wAu + ~aaw, or (5.30a) 
(5.30b) 
and since it was found in [1] that the arithmetic mean of these led to straightforward analysis, 
we advocate using 
Hence, combining (5.28a) and (5.31) in (5.24) yields, after some simplification, 
= nU A¢ +-~O Au +-~a AU, (5.32a) 
where the new term 
with 
so that 
1 (U + U), (5.32b) 0= 7 
U - CU CZu - CXw Z Cu - X ¢w = Z fi - X ~,  (5.32c) ¢ -~ = 
0 = Z fi - X ~. (5.32d) 
Similarly, it is a simple matter to show that 
~(¢ww) = ~Wa¢ + ~P aw + ~ aw, 
and 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
where 
1 
I~ = ~ (W + 1]¢), with (5.36a) 
I~ = -Z '  fi + X' ~b, (5.36b) 
so that 
= -Z '  fi + X' ~. (5.36c) 
Thus, utilising (5.20a-b) and the identity A¢ = A¢, the matrix P in (5.13a) is 
f, -- g . (5.3~) 
0 
Similarly, utilising (5.21a)-(5.23d) and (5.323)-(5.36) yields the matrices I~ and 1~ in (5.13b-c) 
as  
u z$  
,~= z~+~u ~O+~z 
L-X¢+~u $~z 
W 
R= [-z~ + ~w -z'-~ 
L x 'c+~W 
-x~ 
_ : -x -~t  ], 
Cu-x¢~j  
Cw-- z' _.x'¢~_ 1. 
-~,~z' Cw+x'¢~j 
and (5.38) 
(5.39) 
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Finally, the approximate Jacobians t3 and C, from which ~. = (~ 13 -1 and A, = l~-I (~ can be 
determined, are given by 
and 
0 Z 
-x  (~-  ~ ~) - z (~ f + ~ ~) ~ z 
(~ __- 1~ ~ -1 = 
o 
X' 
- z '  (~-  ~)  + ~ (~f  + ~)  
Z' 
x '  (~-  ~1 + -~ (~f  + ~1 
x] 
- f iX  
-2~X + f Z (5.40) 
-Z '  X '  ] 
-2 f  Z' + ~ X'  f X'  . 
-0  Z I 2~ X'  - f Z' (5.41) 
5.4. E igenva lues  
The eigenvalues A~, of A (and ~.) can then he determined by solving (5.15) using ]3 and (~ (or, 
equivalently, (5.17), using (~ and R), and are given by 
~I,2,3 ---- /2X '  - Z '  Z -/2 X ' (5.42a-c) 
where/2 satisfies 
(~ fi _ ~)/22 _/2 (E f + ~ @) + (E @ _ ~) = 0, or (5.43a) 
12-- =. (5.43b) u 
Substituting 12 from (5.43b) into (5.42c) gives 
~3 = - -  ~ (5.44) 
0' 
and the roots of equation (5.43a) are 
~1,2 ---- 
2 
~fi_¢ 
(5.45a-b) 
where 
, and (5.45c) 
6 = ~ (~@ - fiE)2. (5.45d) 
4¢- 
6. GR ID TRANSFORMATION 
We assume that the grid transformation from physical (x, z) space to computational (~,z}) 
space is either known analytically, or can be constructed numerically [19]. In the case where the 
mapping x -- x((,~}), z = z((,W) is known analytically, we take the approximation X to x n as 
X -- zn (~j, ~/k-1/2), and similarly the approximations Z, X', and Z', and hence, the approximate 
grid Jacobian is J = X t Z - X Z ~. Otherwise, we set X to be the arithmetic mean of central 
difference approximations to x~ at (~j, ~}k-1) and (Q, ~/k), and similarly for Z, X', Z ~, and J. 
"T 
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I 
Figure 1. A symmetrical channel transition. 
For the special case of a channel with a symmetrical transition, as shown in Figure 1, only 
one half of the flow in the channel needs to be computed, and a transformation which maps the 
domain into a rectangular one is 
( = z, (6.1a) 
2; 
~l = b(z ) '  (6.1b) 
where b(x)  is the distance between the symmetry line and the upper boundary at distance x along 
the line. Symmetry boundary conditions apply along r/= O, and reflecting boundary conditions 
apply along ~1 = 1. In this case, x = z((, ~}) = ( and z = z(¢, ~/) = b(¢) T}, so that 
x¢--1,  x n -0 ,  z¢=b'(~)l/, z n=b(~), (6.2a-d) 
and hence, the corresponding approximations given above become 
X = 0, Z = b(~j), X' = 1, Z' = b'((j) ~/~-z/2, and (6.3a-d) 
J = b(~j).  (6.3e) 
Thus, the approximate eigenvalues given by (5.42a)-(5.45d) become 
~1,2,3 = fi - b ' ( ( j )~Tk- l l2  
b((j) ' 
where ~ is still given by (5.43a-b). 
7. NONZERO FR ICT ION AND BOTTOM SLOPE 
In the case where the source term f ~ 0, we project an approximation to f evaluated at 
(~j, ~/~-1/2) onto the eigenvectors ~ satisfying (5.15) and upwind this term in the same way that 
A w~ is treated in (5.19). 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a numerical scheme for the equations of a steady, supercritical, open-channel 
flow. The scheme incorporates the use of boundary fitted coordinates, and is shock-capturing 
by design. The arithmetic mean has been used for the required cell averages so that the scheme 
is efficient. The special case of a symmetrical channel transition has also been treated. It is 
intended that the analysis presented herein is extended to the Euler equations. 
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